Theme: Building Capacity and Connectivity for the New Economy
The key to transforming the ASEAN+3 region into the “New Economy” is to enhance its capacity and connectivity. Three key drivers will shape capacity and connectivity priorities in the region over the short- to medium term, namely, the technological or Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR), maturing populations and a rapidly growing middle class, and western protectionism, coupled with growing regional affluence and final demand. However, the region is still facing three key gaps hindering its connectivity and development: funding, foreign exchange and factors gaps. To address these gaps, the region needs to leverage on intra-ASEAN+3 investment and tap on the regional financial safety net (RFSN), while developing ASEAN+3 professional expertise, technology and institutions and accelerating initiatives on regional integration and connectivity.

1 Rebalancing and Resilience after the Asian Financial Crisis: Poised for Take-off

ASEAN+3 economies have come a long way since the tumultuous events of 1997. The region’s combined GDP has grown from USD 6 trillion (19.4 percent of world GDP) just after the Asian Financial Crisis (AFC), to USD 23 trillion in 2018 (27.4 percent), and is projected to reach USD 48 trillion (34.8 percent) by 2035 (Figure 2.1). This chapter builds on the AREO 2017 (AMRO 2017) narrative of economic consolidation and rebalancing in the region after the AFC, and the AREO 2018 (AMRO 2018a) message of resilience and growth. The focus is on enhancing capacity and connectivity as ASEAN+3 countries embrace the “New Economy” and embark on their next growth phase.

Building capacity and connectivity will be a priority for the next phase of the region’s growth trajectory. The region as a whole has prospered in the past two decades, with the “manufacturing for exports” strategy as the main pillar in most countries. While the move up the technological frontier has been and will continue to be uneven, the transformation to services is inevitable, and will require a rethink of what capacity means and what connectivity is needed. One key theme that is emerging is that underinvestment—if not addressed—will impinge on growth. The investments needed to generate and sustain growth will include: new hardware and software to optimize production and distribution efficiency, a higher bar for human capital and skill sets to work with digital technology and demand for customized services, and network and connectivity for new value chains that are becoming more complex and cross-border.

Figure 2.1. Relative Importance of Region: Nominal GDP in 1998, 2018, 2035

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>ASEAN’s GDP</th>
<th>Plus 3’s GDP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>- Value: USD 475 billion</td>
<td>- Value: USD 5,605 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Share of world’s GDP: 1.5%</td>
<td>- Share of world’s GDP: 17.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>- Value: USD 2,970 billion</td>
<td>- Value: USD 19,797 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Share of world’s GDP: 3.6%</td>
<td>- Share of world’s GDP: 23.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2035</td>
<td>- Value: USD 7,827 billion</td>
<td>- Value: USD 40,038 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Share of world’s GDP: 5.7%</td>
<td>- Share of world’s GDP: 29.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: National authorities; the World Bank; and AMRO staff calculations and projections.

1 Notably, while it took centuries for the world’s economies to shift from agriculture to manufacturing, the rise of the services sector is occurring more quickly—especially in low- and middle-income countries (Buckley and Majumdar, 2018).
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews three key developments driving capacity and development priorities in the region: the technological revolution leading to deindustrialization and the intensification of services in the new economy; maturing demographics and a rapidly growing middle class; and the expanding and deepening regional integration amid rising global protectionism. Section 3 identifies and assesses the three major challenges in achieving a more integrated and connected ASEAN+3: the funding, foreign exchange, and factors gaps. Section 4 examines the scope for region-wide initiatives to address some of these constraints. Section 5 concludes with some policy recommendations. Throughout the chapter, the countries are broadly categorized into:

- **High-income ASEAN+3 (“HI-A”)** economies that are least constrained by the three gaps: China, Japan, Korea, Brunei, Hong Kong and Singapore. For the mature HI-A economies, the three gaps provide opportunities to leverage on the region for growth as they adapt to and embrace the new economy. China is a high middle-income economy, but the world’s largest economy in purchasing power parity terms, has a high saving rate and is technologically advanced, and thus is in an extraordinary position to help other developing economies deal with the three gaps even as it addresses its own development challenges.

- **Middle-income ASEAN (“ASEAN-4”)** economies that have overcome financial and non-financial constraints to arrive at where they are today, but the three gaps remain binding (to varying extents) on economic growth: Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, and Thailand. Their graduation from low-income economies and mixed experience with the vagaries of financial globalization have created a policy bias that, rightly or wrongly, makes the gaps more biting than they should be.

- **Lower-income ASEAN (“CLMV”)** economies with the traditional developing country problems: investment needs exceeding what they can save for, and limitations in productive capacity (including labor, technology, institutions). Unlike earlier emerging economies, Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, and Vietnam confront these development constraints at a time when globalization and access to foreign capital can help close the gaps, or wreak economic damage if financing is excessive.

### Steering the Course on Capacity and Connectivity: Headwinds and Tailwinds

Three key drivers will shape capacity and connectivity priorities in the region over the short- to medium-term. First, the technological or Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) has led to automation, lower capital intensity of industrial production and the rise of the services sector. The restructuring of global value chains (GVCs) under the “new economy” will redefine the infrastructure needs, within- and across national boundaries, that are critical for future growth. Second, maturing populations and a rapidly growing middle class will underline the shift to a more labor-saving, skills- and knowledge-based productive capacity, and spur intraregional demand for consumer goods and services, including enhanced living spaces and new or reconfigured services, and the need for better connectivity. Third, western protectionism, coupled with growing regional affluence and final demand, will exert both push and pull on regional integration. Over time, the pull from the region’s own demand will outweigh the push from protectionist pressure to drive the need for greater intra-regional connectivity.

ASEAN+3 economies will need to expand both their “hard” and “soft” infrastructure. These include: physical structures to enhance transportation, telecommunication and the provision of public utilities; a sound and transparent legal and regulatory framework; IT infrastructure; and a stable financial system (Figure 2.2 and Table 2.1). Social institutions—education, healthcare and public housing services—round up a country’s overall infrastructure. Regional connectivity encompasses both hard infrastructure for more efficient movements of goods and people, as well as soft infrastructure to facilitate the transmission or sharing of knowledge, services and other “intangibles” within and across countries. Regional connectivity includes institutions such as the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC), free trade agreements between ASEAN and China and with other major trading partners; ASEAN+3 Macroeconomic Research Office (AMRO), and the Chiang Mai Initiative Multilateralization (CMIM), that provide a framework for governments to collaborate on and enhance regional integration.
Figure 2.2. Hard and Soft Infrastructure and Regional Connectivity

Table 2.1. Required Infrastructure by Economic Sectors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector / Economic Activity and Key Features</th>
<th>Infrastructure Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advanced manufacturing: automation, dematerialization</td>
<td>Production plants, industrial parks, power generators; frameworks for skills learning and IPR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern logistics and distribution: disaggregation</td>
<td>Space for automated sorting, packing &amp; delivery; connectivity between logistics firms, manufacturers, sales platforms and payment system operators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexible timely transport services: digitalization</td>
<td>Office space, back-up sites for digital operations; sound regulatory framework, strong AI capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-commerce and other online services using Big Data: disintermediation, digitalization</td>
<td>Office space with digital systems &amp; cooling set-ups; logistic services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourism and hospitality: customized experiences</td>
<td>Airports, ports, roads, railways, hotels, restaurants, eateries, entertainment facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPO/KPO: use of AI, key nodes in different countries</td>
<td>Office space with digital systems; language learning centers; subject content learning centers; telecommunication facilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urbanization + demographic shifts + rising affluence</td>
<td>“Smart city” ecosystem for professionals and expanding middle-class population, to “work and play seamlessly”; spaces for experiencing services rather than buying goods; physical facilities and professional knowhow to provide healthcare for the aged and lifecycle wellness therapy for the affluent; luxury apartments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: AMRO staff.
Embracing the New Economy and Services

Improvements in capacity and connectivity will be a key determinant of future growth as countries move beyond the manufacturing-for-exports growth strategy and transition to the “new economy.” As supply chains evolve, digital tools and tech-savvy human capital will be needed for the production of new goods and services, and the delivery of these goods and services to consumers and businesses (Figures 2.3 and 2.4).

Services will feature prominently in the new economy as they become more sophisticated and tradable, and the lines between goods and services blur. Trade in services will require connectivity beyond physical modes of transport, as services exports – the supply and delivery of services to non-residents – an take place without the supplier leaving the country. The WTO defines four modes of services trade (WTO 2015): cross-border trade (e.g. foreign consultancy services); consumption abroad (e.g. tourism and travel, students studying in overseas universities); commercial presence (e.g. the establishment of a foreign bank branch on local premises to provide financial services to residents); and movement of natural persons (e.g. foreign professionals travelling to provide services to residents). Value chains will evolve as products become indistinguishable from or are bundled with services, for example: computers and the software needed to run them; food and dining services; payment services that accompany both goods and services.

Services already account for more than half of both GDP and employment in some countries in the region and are rapidly catching up in the rest, the plus-3 countries, Hong Kong, Malaysia, the Philippines, and Singapore (Figure 2.5 and 2.6).

Many sub-sectors within new services require higher-order skills to sustain innovation and remain competitive, so it is not surprising that economies with stronger human capital development have a larger services sector (Figure 2.7).

New economy services will require higher-order soft infrastructure and cross-country connectivity. A sound legal and regulatory framework, and efficient and secure payment systems – both within countries and across jurisdictions – are essential. There will be greater scrutiny of intellectual property rights (IPR), legal protection of business owners’ and investors’ rights, professional service standards, payment protocols, and cyber-security. Free trade agreements, investment treaties, and mutual recognition arrangements (MRAs) will have to be ironed out to expand cross-border value-chains and facilitate freer flow of quality FDIs, skilled labor and managerial professionals. For example, a sound IPR framework is vital for copyright-based industries (WIPO 2014). According to WIPO (2014), these new services accounted for 9.9 percent of GDP and 6.2 percent of employment in Korea, followed by China (6.4 percent of GDP and 6.5 percent of employment), Singapore (6.2 percent of GDP and 6.2 percent of employment), and an average of 4.1 percent of GDP and 5.7 percent of employment in Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines and Thailand.

Services in the new economy include both traditional and new revenue generators. Examples include tourism (which is undergoing major changes), as well as new services that have been made viable and thrived under the digital economy, such as e-commerce and business process outsourcing (BPO).

**Figure 2.3. Schematic Illustration of “New Economy”: Producing and Delivering Goods and Services More Effectively**

Source: AMRO staff.

---

2 The share of services in the new economy may also increase as statistical methodologies and measurements of GDP and trade—best suited to accounting for goods produced and transported—are updated to reflect value add under the new economy.

3 According to WIPO, copyright-based industries include software and database, press and literature, music, theatrical productions, operas, motion picture, radio and television, photography, visual and graphic arts, advertising services, and copyright collecting societies.
Figure 2.5. Services’ Share of GDP

Sources: National authorities, and the World Bank.
Note: Japan data are as of 2016.

Figure 2.6. Employment in Services Sector

Sources: National authorities, and the World Bank.
Note: Employment data starts from 1991. Japan data are as of 2016.

Figure 2.7. Relationship between Human Capital and Services Sector Development, 2017

The exponential growth in tourism (conventional tourism and tourism 2.0) will drive the demand for physical connectivity and tourism-related services. The goal would be to provide seamless travel and an enhanced customer experience. In addition, tourism allows cross-border value chains, such as a consumer physically located in Singapore buying an air ticket and booking a hotel using a China web platform to fly on a Japanese airline flight for a holiday in Thailand, during which s/he stays in an American-owned hotel and consumes goods and services of enterprises from Korea, Indonesia and Vietnam. Here, no single (type of) enterprise fully “owns” or dominates the whole value chain; instead the single most important factor for success would be intra-regional connectivity in both the physical world and digital world. The value chains, not unlike those in manufacturing, comprise elements such as: efficient air and land transport; interoperable payment systems; free(r) trade regimes allowing for supply of services via different modes including commercial presence and movement of natural persons.

ASEAN+3 countries have become key contributors to both regional and global tourism. China is now the world’s top tourism spender, spending more than the United States and Germany combined (Figure 2.9). The number of Chinese tourists bound for ASEAN countries increased around fivefold in the last ten years, from 8.3 million in 2008 to 44.8 million in 2017, and is projected to increase by 2.3 times by 2035 (Poonpatpibul and others 2018). Likewise, Japan and Korea are also among the top visitors travelling to ASEAN countries (Figure 2.8), and the rising trend is expected to continue in the years to come. Similarly, ASEAN outbound tourism has increased sharply (Figure 2.10), reflecting the rapidly growing middle class in the region and the fall in cost of air travel.

Figure 2.8. Tourist Arrivals to ASEAN by Country

Figure 2.9. World’s Top Tourism Spenders

Figure 2.10. ASEAN Outbound Tourism

Figure 2.11. Younger Chinese Tourists Favoring Self-Guided or Semi Self-Guided Tours

Sources: National authorities; and AMRO staff calculations.
Note: Brunei data as of 2016. Data on Chinese tourist arrivals to Malaysia includes Hong Kong.

Source: UN World Tourism Organization.

Sources: The World Bank; World Tourism Organization; Yearbook of Tourism Statistic; and AMRO staff calculations.
Note: Number of departures and total expenditures cover only Cambodia, Lao PDR, Indonesia, the Philippines, Thailand and Singapore. Data on number of departures for Brunei (2010), and the Philippines (2010 and 2017) are estimated.
ASEAN+3 economies are expanding their transportation infrastructure, including airports, ports, highways and railways to facilitate physical access for travelers, but bottlenecks remain. In many parts of the region, demand has continued to outpace the enhancements to capacity. In Indonesia, the Philippines and Thailand, airport utilization data in key cities suggest future growth in tourism could be curtailed if airport capacity and service efficiency are not improved. Indonesia has an ambitious program to develop more tourist resorts like Bali, as well as maritime transport to link all the islands. Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam also have plans to construct new airports to facilitate international travel and highways to link the major cities. Almost unique among ASEAN countries, Singapore has a comfortable airport utilization rate (Table 2.2), but is already planning ahead for Terminal 5 at its Changi Airport, which will double the existing capacity.

The growth in the tourism industry will require more than improvements in physical connectivity. The share of Chinese visitors travelling in tour groups will continue to decline as a younger generation of tech-savvy "independent tourists" opt for the self-guided, self-plan travel experience (Figure 2.11). "Tourism in the New Economy" will unbundle, reconfigure and customize the supply value-chain to shift from the company-centric model of standardized destination, travel and hotel, to a more customer-driven demand for differentiated pricing structure and customization of experience (Laesser and Jäger 2019). Traditional marketing instruments will be replaced by services related to customer profiling and positioning. The new tourism industry will also spur growth in related services such as entertainment, healthcare and medical services.

Technology is making services such as BPO more tradable and commoditized, with potential gains for productivity. The Information, Communications and Technology (ICT) revolution over the past few decades, for example, has made the growth of the BPO service industry possible. Moreover, telecommunication costs have fallen sharply, allowing such services to be provided cheaply from abroad by countries with lower labor cost, which has benefited frontier and emerging economies with labor force of the requisite skills. Services in call centers, accounting, and other types of professional services, which previously could only be provided domestically—either for cost reasons or because face to face contact was important—can now be provided across borders and subject to international competition. The Philippines, for instance, has benefited tremendously from the ICT revolution with services now accounting for about 40 percent of total exports (similar to India) largely driven by the BPO sector. BPO employs more than 1 million workers with wages 3-5 times higher than the national average; and over the past decade, it has broadened from call centers to a broader set of functions and more complex services.

Table 2.2. Major ASEAN Airports Operating Beyond Capacity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airport</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Passengers (2017)</th>
<th>Capacity (million)</th>
<th>Utilization (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Changi</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>62.2</td>
<td>85.0</td>
<td>73.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuala Lumpur</td>
<td>Kuala Lumpur</td>
<td>58.6</td>
<td>70.0</td>
<td>84.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soekarno-Hatta</td>
<td>Jakarta</td>
<td>63.0</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>105.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suvarnabhumi</td>
<td>Bangkok</td>
<td>62.8</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>140.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don Mueng</td>
<td>Bangkok</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>135.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ninoy Aquino</td>
<td>Manila</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>136.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tan Son Nhat</td>
<td>Ho Chi Minh City</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>144.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noi Bai</td>
<td>Hanoi</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>92.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Suvarnabhumi and Don Mueng data as of 2018.
Business services like BPO are exposed to technological disruption, which can also give rise to opportunities, although new skills will be needed to provide higher VA services. While the BPO sector is still growing quite well in the Philippines, there are challenges on the horizon, with technology eroding aspects of the current value proposition. Outsourcing service providers are expected to use new technological innovations to efficiently address market demand and challenges, enhance product and service and manage talent turnover while managing the operational costs with emphasis on process automation and social management tools. New technologies are poised to eliminate many call-center jobs and transform others. Artificial intelligence (AI)-enabled software or robots can perform tasks more quickly, work around the clock, and produce high-quality output. This technology can enable and incentivize firms to move away from an outsourcing model, and cost-effectively bring these functions back inside the firms. Nevertheless, there are still new opportunities arising from the rapid technological developments. For example, the emergence of cloud technologies which support Business Process as a Service (BPaaS) is a growth opportunity, opening up the small- and medium-sized enterprise market (as it can take a more tailored approach to purchasing BPO services, with reduced fixed costs). In addition, technology also allows BPO providers to offer new services to guard against the erosion of their existing business.

E-commerce is another example of specialization in services leading to higher VA “products”. The value chain central to e-commerce can be conceptualized as the platform provider interfacing with multiple value chains: suppliers, manufacturers, distributors, transporters, retailers, and “end demand” customers. The success of an e-commerce platform depends on it having an efficient (ideally seamless) touchpoint with each group of stakeholders, so that they can in turn lower their business costs and sell their products at lower prices to a bigger market. For example, e-commerce could link suppliers more directly to manufacturers; allow retailers to display products without the need for physical shop space, and adjust prices dynamically; and provide for consumers a widened scope of search for their ideal product or service, at prices they are comfortable with. The key components of a successful e-commerce value chain must almost certainly include artificial intelligence and digital systems which are quick, reliable, and user-intuitive; data analytics to process and disseminate a vast amount of information; fraud detection and a robust framework for IPR and consumer protection; and highly-specialized personnel to stay on top of technological requirements.

Global e-commerce has grown markedly over the last decade. It has expanded from USD 495 billion in 2005 to USD 1,915 billion in 2016, according to estimates by the McKinsey Global Institute (MGI 2017). Within the ASEAN+3 region, e-commerce has expanded rapidly as a shopping norm. China has leapfrogged other economies to become the world’s leader in e-commerce and mobile payment, accounting for 42.4 percent of global e-commerce in 2016, from just 0.6 percent in 2005. The value of its mobile payments, at USD 790 billion in 2016, is 11 times higher than that of the United States (MGI 2017). Singapore earned USD 4.1 billion in revenue from e-commerce in 2018, up from USD 3.0 billion a year earlier, and the figure is projected to double to USD 8.5 billion by 2023.4

Tourism, BPO, e-commerce and other new or restructured services will set new norms for the level of capacity in human capital and “virtual” connectivity. Countries must upgrade to these new thresholds, or exceed them, if they are to seize the opportunity for higher services-led growth. As the Philippine experience with BPO shows, technology can erode a country’s existing value proposition, but it can also offer new avenues for higher VA services—with the appropriate infrastructure and upskilling of human capital (AMRO 2018a). BPO services in the Philippines are highly diverse and they have evolved from the simple call service centers to provision of analytical services for radiology and accountancy, production of videos and other multimedia services, and online gaming and its supporting services.

Growing Cities, Maturing Populations

Urbanization and shifting demographic trends and social aspirations will drive the demand for a widening range of increasingly sophisticated services, and higher-end real estate. An estimated 69 percent of population in the ASEAN+3 region will live in cities by 2035, up from 60.4 percent in 2015 (Figure 2.13); China’s urban population alone will account for 63.9 percent of the region total by 2035 (Figure 2.12).

Urbanization implies the continuing need for massive investment in basic infrastructure. Examples include housing, sewerage, drainage, power generation, mass rail transit, highways, among others. However, in Asia, urbanization will also be accompanied by an expanding middle class and growing affluence. Projected spending by the middle class in the Asia Pacific will greatly exceed that of North America and Europe combined, by 2030 (Figure 2.14). Already, East Asia is the world's largest market for automobiles, mobiles phones and other consumer durables, luxury products, and expensive wine and liquor. Consumers will be more discerning and tech savvy, and demand for goods and services will evolve: from food to dining experiences, from essential medical care to wellness therapy, and from picking basic consumer goods off the shelf to buying luxury toys on e-commerce platforms. They will seek out brand name education experiences, from the region or elsewhere, and tap into customized banking and financial advisory services wherever these may be.

Figure 2.12. ASEAN+3: Urban Population
Population, million

Note: 2035 refers to projection.

Figure 2.13. Rate of Urbanization – Percentage of Population Residing in Urban Areas
% of total population

Note: 2035 refers to projection.

Figure 2.14. Global Middle Class Population
Number of people, billion

Source: Kharas (2017).
Note: 2030 refers to projection.
The physical and social infrastructure in the ASEAN+3 region will reflect the new demographics and changing aspirations, an example being real estate (Box 2.1). The typology of real estate needs will shift from the utilitarian (basic housing, standard public utilities, health and education) to high-end designer condominium complexes (green spaces, elderly-friendly, tech-ready, and globally connected), and from cookie-cutter housing units to customized properties with unique architecture and engineering (Figure 2.15).

Figure 2.15. Rising Middle-class and Affluence: Typology of Real Estate Needs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survival</th>
<th>Basic</th>
<th>Advanced</th>
<th>Quality of Life</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Water supplies</td>
<td>- Healthcare</td>
<td>- Mass transit systems</td>
<td>- Green space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Basic buildings</td>
<td>- Education</td>
<td>- Commercial property</td>
<td>- Eco-living</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Market stalls</td>
<td>- Transportation</td>
<td>- Technology</td>
<td>- Elderly care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Electronic power</td>
<td>- Reliable electronic power</td>
<td>- Global connectivity</td>
<td>- Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Waste management</td>
<td>- Advanced universities and research</td>
<td>- Leisure and culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Disaster risk management</td>
<td>- Advanced digital technologies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: PwC (2013); and AMRO staff.

Growing Regional Integration amid Rising Global Protectionism

Protectionist trade policies spiked in the immediate aftermath of the Global Financial Crisis (GFC), and have ratcheted up in the last two years reflecting a backlash against globalization and free trade in the United States and Europe. Rising protectionist tendencies may push the ASEAN+3 economies to reconfigure GVCs and redirect demand to the region. According to AMRO staff estimates, further escalation of tariffs by the United States could shave up to one percentage point off ASEAN+3 GDP growth over the next two years. Economies most integrated with the global economy—Singapore, Hong Kong, Korea—will bear the brunt, but the impact on China and others will not be insignificant. However, the short term impact will fade over time as economies in the region restructure their production and trade to the more protectionist environment. Manufacturing firms in China will optimize by moving their production to countries that are not affected by the tariffs and the regional supply chains will be reconfigured. Countries will also diversify their markets and in the medium- to long-term, the region will become more integrated and less dependent on extra-regional demand.

At the same time, rapid growth in final demand by ASEAN+3 economies will exert an increasingly strong pull for production and services to reside within the region. Already, in value-added terms, exports destined for final demand in the region have grown to nearly half of total regional exports (Figure 2.18). The center of gravity for globalization will continue to shift to Asia Pacific economies, as their productive capacity and consumption demand outpaces that of other regions (Figure 2.16). Projected spending attributed to the middle class in the Asia Pacific will exceed that of North America and Europe combined, by 2030.

China is already the biggest trading partner of ASEAN (after intra-ASEAN trade), with the EU and the United States a distant second and third respectively (Figure 2.17). In other words, China has anchored itself at the center of regional production networks as a result of its rapid growth, and ASEAN economies are feeding into these networks as they specialize in particular segments of the global value chains and develop their productive capacity. However, with growing affluence and the rise of the middle class, regional exports to China is increasingly driven by China’s final demand for consumption and investment and less by re-exports to the United States, Europe and other countries. Similarly, intra-regional demand within ASEAN will make an increasing contribution to exports and growth over time and lead to greater economic integration. This combination of both push and pull factors towards ASEAN+3 integration will drive the need for greater regional capacity and intra-regional connectivity. Over time, the pull from the region’s own final demand will predominate as those of the United States and Europe become smaller in relative terms.

5 Based on the Oxford Economics model.
Figure 2.16. Middle Class Consumption Expenditure

USD trillion

Source: Kharas (2017).
Note: 2020 and 2030 refer to projection.

Figure 2.17. ASEAN’s Top Ten Trading Partners

USD billion

Sources: ASEAN Stats Data Portal; and AMRO staff calculations.
Note: Data as of 2017.

Figure 2.18. Share of ASEAN’s Value-Added Exports Accounted for by Regional Final Demand

Sources: OECD’s TiVA database; and AMRO staff estimates.
Note: Numbers may not add up because of rounding.
Box 2.1.

Meeting the Needs of the New Economy, New Demographics and Services Sector

Real estate investment is an interesting and important area which has arguably received scant attention from investors and policymakers. The common narrative is overly simplistic and negative, that affluent expatriates and the higher-income segments of local professionals bid up prices and rentals of residential and commercial properties; and that governments’ building of “green spaces” aims to enhance the attractiveness of countries as hubs to attract these talents.

In fact, “new economy” and “new demographics” needs and the rising services industries are dictating the changing nature of real estate investments in the region. They have become more focused on productive usage, more diversified in terms of design and purpose, and reflect an increasingly bottom-up approach to complement the traditional top-down macro driven approach. For example, the PwC (2019) survey findings suggest that although the broad sectors in which real estate investors are active or plan to be active in 2019 appear quite “plain vanilla” (Figure 2.1.1), efforts to meet highly-specialized needs which are rapidly emerging in the “new economy” and services industries are now driving investment decisions. These needs range from office and storage space for BPO services and e-commerce, housing facilities for the elderly and for student populations, to data centers for higher-technology economic activities and new holiday resorts for the booming travel and tourism sector (Figure 2.1.2).

There are multiple sources of value-add to be found in the coming years, including in the increasingly tradable and higher-technology services sector. Besides meeting the specialized needs of the economy and the people, there will likely be much greater emphasis on ensuring better “fit” with countries’ broader urbanization efforts and urban renewal drive than in the past. Put simply, real estate investment and building will be more customized than before:

- “Smart City” development plans are a prime example. Well thought through “smart city” initiatives—such as Singapore’s—aim to bring about coherence between multiple objectives which ought to be complementary rather than frictional. For example: (i) creating and deploying technologies, which are more advanced but also fairly easy to use, so that work productivity can increase and work-life balance can improve at the same time; (ii) investing more in building hard infrastructure (such as advanced fiber optics networks) in order to improve the quality of soft infrastructure (such as new possibilities for e-learning and more efficient seamless business operating processes for enterprises); and (iii) enhancing socio-economic inclusiveness through targeted measures (for example, digital solutions for monitoring the health of elderly persons staying in their own homes). Notably, “smart city” pilot projects are proliferating across developing and emerging ASEAN+3 economies. The 26 pilot cities of the ASEAN Smart Cities Network (Table 2.1.1) aim to deliver a high quality of life to its 90 million citizens by 2030, and one of its focus areas is to build higher-technology, productivity-enhancing infrastructures (ASEAN 2018).
- Likewise sector-specific initiatives. For example, countries which aim to play big(ger) roles in either manufacturing or e-commerce are paying more attention to developing solutions for warehousing and logistics and “last mile” distribution facilities. The former involves substantial investment in building more high-technology infrastructures, which enable “just in time” linkages between production, storage, and transport. The latter entails investors exploring possibilities for acquiring real estate spaces which are at fairly good locations near to large concentrations of people but also underused and/or low-priced, and then converting them into nodes for delivering goods. Indeed, in the past five years, the number of such stations in the region has increased sharply, most notably—and unsurprisingly—in China (Figure 2.1.3). Alongside that, there is now increasing recognition that efforts are also needed to devise transportation solutions which maximize efficiency gains from the use of such delivery nodes. Yet another example is the Philippines’ booming BPO sector, and how that has shaped investment in real estate in the country. Sources suggest that in Metro Manila, the BPO sector took up 42 percent of office space in the first three quarters of 2018, while the Philippine Offshore Gaming Operators (POGO) took up another 25 percent. And for residential real estate, anecdotal accounts suggest that 20–40 percent of condominium units are now sold to foreigners who are attracted to the Philippines in larger numbers to live, work and play.

Sources of investment are showing signs of becoming more diversified even as cross-border flows increase rapidly. Between 2013 and 2018, FDI flows into the region’s real estate sector tripled. However, even so, cross-border investments currently constitute only about 1/5 of total investments in real estate across major hubs in ASEAN+3 region. Within cross-border investments, intra-regional investments constitute the major share although the United States and Europe are also important, especially for Korea and Japan (Figures 2.1.4–2.1.6).
### Table 2.1.1. Pilot Cities Smart Cities of the ASEAN Smart Cities Network

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>Cities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brunei</td>
<td>Bandar Seri Begawan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lao PDR</td>
<td>Luang Prabang, Vientiane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>Battambang, Phnom Penh, Siem Reap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>Banyuwangi, DKI Jakarta, Makassar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myanmar</td>
<td>Mandalay, Nay Pyi Taw, Yangon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>Cebu, Davao, Manila</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>Bangkok, Phuket, Chonburi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>Danang, Hanoi, Ho Chi Minh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>Johor Bahru, Kota Kinabalu, Kuala Lumpur, Kuching</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: ASEAN Secretariat.

### Table 2.1.1. Broad Sectors in which Real Estate Investors are or Plan to be Active in 2019 (Percent)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Home building for sales</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotels</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multifamily/rented residential</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial/distribution</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: PwC (2019).

### Table 2.1.1. Niche Sectors in which Real Estate Investors are or Plan to be Active in 2019 (Percent)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resorts</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-storage</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior housing</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affordable housing</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business parks</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business parks</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student housing</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data centers</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared/serviced offices</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business parks</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: PwC (2019).

### Figure 2.1.1. Broad Sectors in which Real Estate Investors are or Plan to be Active in 2019 (Percent)

### Figure 2.1.2. Niche Sectors in which Real Estate Investors are or Plan to be Active in 2019 (Percent)

Sources: China Post; and iResearch (2018).
Figure 2.1.4. FDI into the Region’s Real Estate Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Route</th>
<th>Volume (USD Million)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>United States to ASEAN</td>
<td>5,555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>EU to ASEAN</td>
<td>2,330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>United States to China</td>
<td>2,165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>EU to China</td>
<td>1,621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Hong Kong to China</td>
<td>1,550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Japan to ASEAN</td>
<td>1,478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>United States to Korea</td>
<td>1,370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>ASEAN to ASEAN</td>
<td>1,232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>United States to Japan</td>
<td>949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>China to ASEAN</td>
<td>910</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Orbis Crossborder Investment; and AMRO staff calculations.
Note: Data are based on deals with disclosed amounts, and only the ten largest inter/intra-regional flows in 2018 are reflected.

Figure 2.1.5. Transaction Volume by Buyer Profile

Sources: PwC (2019); and Real Capital Analytics.
Note: Average of 2012 to H1 2018.

Figure 2.1.6. Cross-border Capital to Selected ASEAN+3 Economies

Sources: PwC (2019); and Real Capital Analytics.
Note: Average of 2012 to H1 2018.

Singapore, Japan, Hong Kong and China have led the region’s efforts in attracting foreign capital for building data centers, owing to the quality of their infrastructure (including important factors such as access to fiber optics and reliability of power supply). Meanwhile, “second wave” and “third wave” economies such as Malaysia, Indonesia and Cambodia are following suit by offering investors cheaper locations.
2 New Economy, Old Constraints? Three Gaps to Capacity and Connectivity

Developing economies, especially EMEs, face complex challenges in investing for the long-term. They relate to public infrastructure, human capital, and other intangibles that boost national productivity but are not themselves self-financing.

Hard and Soft Infrastructure, Regional Connectivity

The ADB’s estimates of climate-adjusted infrastructure investment needs in developing Asia are not insignificant. The projected amount is about USD 26 trillion over the 15 years to 2030, or USD 1.7 trillion per year (Figure 2.19). These estimates cover physical infrastructure in transportation, energy, telecommunications, water and sanitation (ADB 2017). In Southeast Asia, the USD 3.15 trillion spending envisaged for that period would amount to 5.7 percent of GDP per annum. The region is currently only investing half of what is needed.

Rapid economic growth in the ASEAN+3 region will generate new infrastructure demand and magnify the projected investment shortfall. Several economies have in-country infrastructure and connectivity that have not kept up with growth, and have fallen behind benchmarks for their stage of development. For example, between 2008 and 2018, Vietnam’s global ranking for quality of air transport infrastructure actually worsened from 89 to 103, while Thailand’s fell from 31 to 39 (Figure 2.20).

The consequences of climate change put countries with weak infrastructure at higher risk of lower growth. They will be more vulnerable to and suffer more damage from natural disasters, with unbudgeted spending on disaster relief and reconstruction putting further stress on already-burdened fiscal and external positions.

Figure 2.19. Infrastructure Development Needs in ASEAN+3 Economies

![Figure 2.19. Infrastructure Development Needs in ASEAN+3 Economies](image)


Note: In this case, East Asia comprises China, Hong Kong, Taipei, China, Korea and Mongolia; Southeast Asia comprises Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, the Philippines, Singapore, Brunei, Cambodia, Lao, Myanmar and Vietnam.

Figure 2.20. Selected ASEAN+3 Economies: Quality of Air Transport Infrastructure

![Figure 2.20. Selected ASEAN+3 Economies: Quality of Air Transport Infrastructure](image)

Soft infrastructure investment is equally important for unleashing the region’s economic potential. Measurements of soft infrastructure, and investment spending needed to lift the quality of these intangibles, are harder to come by. The impact of soft infrastructure is probably most evident when it is lacking. Elements of soft infrastructure are closely connected, and intertwined with the effectiveness of hard infrastructure and productive capacity: for example, financial connectivity requires facilitative legal/regulatory framework for cross-border payments, and schools and hospitals go hand-in-hand with the education and healthcare systems respectively.

The regional public good (RPG) nature of transnational infrastructure—both hard and soft—exacerbates its underinvestment. The ADB has highlighted that cross-border (hard) infrastructure creates spillovers and externalities, and benefits that are difficult to attribute to specific countries and allocate costs to (ADB 2018a). Without collective action by countries, narrowly conceived national interests or the high costs involved will result in an undersupply of RPGs. In the area of soft infrastructure, government-level commitment to resolve cross-border issues—to facilitate services connectivity and value chains—is even more critical.

The CLMV countries, starting from a low base, have done very well in developing their economies based on the traditional manufacturing-for-exports growth strategy but moving up the manufacturing value chain will be a challenge. The 4IR has pushed them further away from the technological frontier. In many sub-sectors of manufacturing, workers have difficulty upgrading to more technologically advanced methods. According to World Bank data, Cambodia’s and Myanmar’s experience with the textiles, clothing and footwear (TCF) sector is one example where high-skilled and technology-intensive manufactured goods account for very small shares of their manufactured exports (0.4 percent for Cambodia in 2016 and 6.1 percent for Myanmar in 2017).

Underinvestment in infrastructure has also started to impinge on growth in other ASEAN economies. In the Philippines, it has prompted the formulation and execution of the “Build Build Build” program, an ambitious undertaking to raise infrastructure investment by about 2 percentage points of GDP per annum between 2017 and 2022. Indonesia has been implementing an ambitious infrastructure-building program (222 National Strategic Projects and 3 programs) at an estimated cost of USD 303.1 billion or 29.1 percent of GDP over 2015–2019, although implementation could extend past 2020 (AMRO 2018b). Indeed, implementation has been constrained by macroeconomic stability considerations and has compelled the government to mobilize more fiscal revenue in order to fund the infrastructure investment program.

Three Gaps, Three ASEAN+3 Clusters

There are three “gaps” that affect progress in infrastructure development. The most oft-cited difficulty in ensuring sufficient infrastructure investment is the financing constraint—represented by the traditional funding gap, and also what this chapter will refer to as the foreign exchange gap. The factors gap captures the non-financial constraints—the ability to carry out infrastructure projects (when financing has been secured) hinges on effective project management, availability of the requisite manpower, and the expertise and technology employed. Soft infrastructure is inextricably linked with human capital development, and impacts the country’s ability to tap on the enhanced capacity for economic growth. The funding, foreign exchange, and factors gaps have affected ASEAN+3 economies differently, as a result of their different starting points and uneven progress in addressing the gaps (Khor, Poonpatpibul and Foo forthcoming).

The Funding Gap

The funding gap is simply the shortfall between what is required for domestic investment (including public infrastructure), and what is available from domestic savings. A funding gap can be bridged by capital inflows—in the form of foreign investment, or loans from abroad (at concessional or commercial terms). Its significance varies across the different groups of countries in the region.

The funding gap is less relevant in the HI-A economies as they have invested heavily in the past—both public and private spending—to build productive capacity. These economies have achieved levels of human capital and social development commensurate with their income status. They ran current account deficits in the early years of their development (1960s to 1980s, and up to 1990s in the case of Korea), but their national savings are now more than sufficient to fund domestic investment needs. However, there is an urgent need, even in these economies, to continue to invest in the new digital economy and adapt to an ageing population. Policymakers in these countries also grapple with the implications of technology and new value-chains for employment norms and social equity issues, and how to reconfigure public infrastructure and services for an ageing population.
In the CLMV economies, low domestic saving rates impose a real funding constraint on infrastructure investment (Figure 2.21 and Box 2.2). These countries run relatively large current account deficits, reflecting their dependence on funding from abroad. As projects that cannot be financed will be deferred or shelved, the actual or ex ante impact of the funding gap on capacity building in the CLMV economies could be larger than is indicated by the observed or ex post savings-investment gap.

Aid financing that CLMV economies stand to receive from MDBs (World Bank, ADB) would address only a small fraction of their respective funding gaps. The financial resources of MDBs are grossly insufficient to meet the bulk of infrastructure building needs of developing economies, and many countries are wary of contributing more of their own finances to multilateral institutions despite recognizing that infrastructure generates shared benefits. For example, the ASEAN Infrastructure Fund (AIF), established by the ADB and ASEAN members in 2011 to provide USD 300 million a year in loans for infrastructure projects, would barely make a dent in the estimated USD 600 billion funding gap for physical connectivity up to 2030.

The nature of public infrastructure projects—its long gestation period, and uncertainty over future cash flows—makes private financing particularly challenging for developing economies. The technical considerations of infrastructure projects add to the difficulty in securing financing through the planning, building, and operational phases, given that equity investors would typically require more information and expertise (Ehlers 2014) (Table 2.3). Not surprisingly, debt rather than equity is the predominant mode for infrastructure financing; equity participation rates in public-private partnership projects have typically ranged from 25 percent to 35 percent (ADB 2017; Ehlers 2014). Banks considering loans normally ask for government guarantees even for World Bank- or ADB-led projects.

Figure 2.21. ASEAN Economies: Savings and Investment

Table 2.3. Financing and Technical Considerations: Different Phases of Infrastructure Projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Economic and Contractual Issues</th>
<th>Financial Characteristics</th>
<th>Potential Investors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>• Tight written contracts&lt;br&gt;• Planning 10-30 months&lt;br&gt;• Credit ratings and guarantees are needed.</td>
<td>• Need to find equity investors &amp; debt investors&lt;br&gt;• Debt investors who commit early demand high price.</td>
<td>• Equity sponsors need to have high level of expertise—often constructors or governments.&lt;br&gt;• Debt investors tend to be banks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>• Close monitoring is required.&lt;br&gt;• Effective dispute resolution mechanism is needed.</td>
<td>• High-risk phase: risk of default and other adverse events</td>
<td>• Hard to get refinancing or additional financing if gaps are found.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational</td>
<td>• Ownership structure must be clear.&lt;br&gt;• Cash flow management is important.</td>
<td>• Cash flows need to more than cover debt repayment.</td>
<td>• Bonds are natural choice for refinancing needs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Ehlers (2014), and AMRO staff.

Sources: IMF, and AMRO staff calculations.
Note: Brunei’s investment data are available from 1995. Cambodia’s and Myanmar’s savings and investment data are available from 1986 and 1998 respectively. Lao’s data are obtained from the World Bank (without projection).
The hurdle rates (typically upward of 18 percent per annum) for equity participation by private investors would render most infrastructure projects commercially unviable. The CLMV economies have been able to access long-term financing at concessional (or partially concessional) terms from MDBs and donor countries, especially China and Japan—including under China’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) and Japan’s Partnership for Quality Infrastructure (PQI). However, while MDB and donor financing usually comes with below-market interest rates—including the 3–6 percent associated with the BRI projects, or Japanese aid financing at 0–3 percent—there is no certainty that the debt repayments can be recovered from actual revenue streams, even if the projected economic returns justify the investment.

Some CLMV governments have been conservative in taking on additional foreign debt to finance infrastructure projects. They are mindful of the risks, and aware of the limitations imposed by their own economies’ absorptive capacity (elaborated later in the “factors” gap) (Figures 2.22 and 2.23):

- **Cambodia**: Gross long-term external debt at 45.3 percent of GDP in 2017 (of which external public debt accounted for 28.9 percent); currently the “poster country” of foreign infrastructure financing.

- **Lao PDR**: Gross external debt at 84.9 percent of GDP (of which external public debt accounted for 49.5 percent), and some of this debt are bonds issued in the Thai capital market; much of the funding went into hydro dam projects with long (10–20 years) back-loaded revenue stream.

- **Myanmar**: External public debt accounted for 15.5 percent of GDP in 2017.

- **Vietnam**: Public debt close to ceiling of 65 percent of GDP and gross external debt at 46.6 percent of GDP (of which external public debt accounted for 20.7 percent); graduated to middle income status and losing access to concessional loans.

The ASEAN-4 economies generally save more than they invest, and prima facie, do not have a funding gap. Current account balances over the last 20 years in these countries showed an overall surplus, averaging 3.4 percent of GDP. The nature of the financing constraint faced by this group of countries is referred to in this chapter as the “foreign exchange gap.”

---

**Figure 2.22. Gross External Debt in CLMV**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>KH</th>
<th>LA</th>
<th>MM</th>
<th>VN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2.23. Total Government Debt in CLMV**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>KH</th>
<th>LA</th>
<th>MM</th>
<th>VN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: National authorities; the World Bank; ARTEMIS; and AMRO staff calculations.

Note: Cambodia’s external debt in this chart refers to long-term external debt only, as total external debt does not have detailed breakdown. Each country’s period inconsistency is due to data constraint.

---

Given data constraints (lack of detailed breakdown of total external debt), data from the World Bank’s International Debt Statistics are used in Figure 2.22. However, according to the authorities’ data, external public debt was 30.2 percent of GDP in nominal terms or 21.4 percent of GDP in present value terms in 2017."
The Foreign Exchange Gap

The foreign exchange gap describes the financing constraint that emerging economies face because of the need to mitigate the risk of sudden capital outflows by accumulating large foreign exchange reserves. The ASEAN-4 economies are no longer eligible for concessional loans and grants from MDBs and official donor agencies, but they have ready access to FDI, and to capital markets and foreign loans to meet domestic funding gaps. Their open capital accounts and the small size of their domestic financial markets relative to global markets mean that they are more vulnerable to financial shocks compared to advanced economies with more sophisticated and deeper financial markets. Indeed, their checkered history during the AFC, coupled with the volatile nature of capital flows today, suggest—rightly or wrongly—that the MI-ASEAN economies are more financially constrained in public infrastructure spending than is warranted by the savings-investment gap.

Legacy of the Asian Financial Crisis: Save First, Invest Later

One immediate consequence of the AFC was the collapse in both public and private investment in the ASEAN-4 economies and Korea as governments, banks, and corporates focused on repairing and strengthening their balance sheets. The affected countries—by IMF program design, or by choice—adopted policies that leaned towards boosting savings and investor confidence, even if this meant deferring much-needed investment spending (Figure 2.24). From probably too high levels of investment, particularly in real estate and mega projects in the years preceding the crisis—funded by mostly foreign-currency bank borrowing—the region has “undershot” for the past two decades. As a result, ASEAN economies went from incurring large current account deficits before the AFC to building up large surpluses after the crisis. They prepaid their debt to the IMF and other creditors and set out to build up foreign reserves as a form of self-insurance against future balance of payments crises (Figure 2.25). The result was significant underspending on infrastructure critical for long-term growth.

During the AFC, foreign currency loans in Korea and the ASEAN-4 crippled the economies when domestic currencies depreciated sharply against the U.S. dollar and debt repayment became unsustainable. Hence, one lesson from the AFC was that countries should minimize or mitigate currency mismatch risks when they need to borrow and to finance projects. Korea, Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand have since made impressive strides in developing their domestic capital markets and successfully issued local-currency-denominated bonds to finance their fiscal deficits and fund development projects.

**Figure 2.24. ASEAN-4 and Korea: Investment as Percent of GDP**

![Graph showing investment as percent of GDP](image)

Sources: World Bank; and AMRO staff calculations.

**Figure 2.25. Foreign Reserves Coverage of ASEAN+3 Economies**

![Graph showing foreign reserves coverage](image)

Sources: National authorities; World Bank; and AMRO staff calculations.
External Risks

However, the liquidity, maturity mismatch, and rollover risks inherent in project financing cannot be fully resolved. The risks are inherent as long as creditors and investors have the option to redeem or not roll-over the principal before the project becomes financially viable and able to service the debt. While these risks are present in any credit intermediation, including domestic bank lending, they are accentuated if the bonds are held by foreign portfolio investors who are out to maximize risk-adjusted returns. Not surprisingly, ASEAN-4 economies have focused on building up foreign reserves, beyond what is required for import cover. The question remains: how much is enough? Until countries can resolve financial stability concerns associated with foreign capital inflows, the answer may be that it is never enough.

The foreign exchange gap captures the tension between growth and stability that has persisted in the ASEAN-4 economies for the last 20 years, after the AFC. In other words, these countries saved—and continue to save—and run stronger current account balances than might be optimal from an investment and growth perspective. Commenting on the policy bias that equates economic stability with savings and current account surpluses, and war chests of foreign reserves, some ASEAN authorities have expressed exasperation at the “unfairness” of the market in demanding such a high standard of financial prudence. Others, who recall the painful post-AFC years of rebuilding confidence through fiscal prudence and shoring up foreign reserves, have echoed similar sentiments.

More broadly, the global financial environment in the past two decades has been unfavorable for long-term investments. The rapid growth of the asset management industry, and greater volatility in investor sentiment and global capital flows, mean that emerging market and small open economies are highly vulnerable to the risk-on/risk-off behavior of portfolio investors who herd in and out of financial markets. Global financial markets have been quick to punish individual countries or entire (sub-)regions for not adhering to strict macroeconomic and financial policies by halting or reversing capital flows. Even a heightening in general risk aversion globally is often enough to trigger “sudden stops” in capital flows to emerging market economies, including those in the ASEAN region. The Taper Tantrum of 2013, the U.S. presidential election of 2016, and the global market sell-off of 2018 are cases in point. Each time, emerging market regions, including ASEAN, have experienced substantial shifts in capital flows (Figure 2.26).

In the CLMV economies, access to long-term project financing earmarked for infrastructure projects mitigates, for now, the foreign exchange gap. However, as they graduate from low-income to middle-income status, the lessons learned the hard way by their ASEAN-4 neighbors will not go unheeded, and may explain why the CLMV are even now taking a cautious approach to assuming additional debt.

The 2018 Report of the G20 Eminent Persons Group (EPG) recognizes that excessive volatility in financial markets “can lead to responses that hurt growth, both nationally and regionally” (Global Financial Governance 2018). Urgent reforms of the global financial architecture are needed for the developing world to fully utilize domestic financial markets and international capital flows to finance investments and growth. Until and unless an effective global financial safety net is in place, the incentive remains for countries to avoid or reduce current account deficits even when they are needed for investment and growth, and to “self-insure” by accumulating ever more reserves.

Figure 2.26. Capital Flows to ASEAN-5 and Korea

![Capital Flows to ASEAN-5 and Korea](chart)

Sources: National authorities, and AMRO staff calculations.
The Factors Gap

Financing is not the only constraint to building capacity and connectivity. The “factors gap” in the CLMV economies, and the ASEAN-4 economies to varying extent, discourages infrastructure investments in general, and impede the effective and timely implementation of infrastructure projects.

The G20 EPG Report has identified governance capacity and human capital as key constraints that must be addressed for a stronger investment climate. Leaks through waste and corruption undermine domestic resources and foreign funding that can be channeled to infrastructure projects. Project management without due regard to labor and skills requirements will run into difficulties. A factors gap could exacerbate the funding and foreign exchange gaps that host governments already face, if unbudgeted spending needs to be set aside to import workers and professionals, or to pay for foreign technology and equipment.

The gap in skilled labor is especially stark in the CLMV economies, which rank below the global-average in the World Economic Forum’s human capital development index (Figure 2.27). Particularly in Cambodia, Laos and Myanmar, low healthcare spending and chronic underinvestment in education, and the limited availability of skilled labor (Figures 2.28–2.30), are now impinging on these countries’ capacity for further growth catch-up and development. In response, efforts are now underway to ramp up investment in these areas significantly. In Cambodia for example, total expenditure on the social sector reached around 7.0 percent of GDP in 2018, up from 4.6 percent in 2013. Current expenditure on education increased from 1.6 percent of GDP in 2013 to 2.7 percent of GDP in 2017, and if capital expenditure is included, public spending on education sector increased to 3.1 percent of GDP. In contrast, Hong Kong, Korea, Japan, and Singapore have systematically upgraded and raised the quality of education throughout the past few decades.

The overall regulatory framework, and the legal protection of IPR and owners’ and investors’ rights need to be strengthened for private debt or equity financing to take hold (Figure 2.31 and 2.32). This is the case not only in the CLMV, but also in ASEAN-4 economies that must look to private sector participation or partnership to meet funding and foreign exchange gaps. Recognizing the importance of IPR, ASEAN member states have adopted the ASEAN IPR Action Plan 2016-2025. It builds on the previous IPR action plans (2004 – 2010 and 2011 – 2015), and has four strategic goals: (1) strengthening IPR Offices and building IPR infrastructures in the region; (2) developing regional IPR platforms and infrastructures; (3) developing an expanded and inclusive ASEAN IPR Ecosystem; and (4) enhancing regional mechanisms to promote asset creation and commercialization, particularly geographical indications and traditional knowledge.

Even after projects are completed, realizing the growth dividends from new infrastructure will not be straightforward if the factors gap remains unresolved. Labor, capital and expertise are required to maintain and run the facilities, and regional agreements and regulatory frameworks are needed for new services such as fin-tech and e-commerce to operate smoothly and expand, especially across borders. The ultimate success of infrastructure spending depends on the demand for the enhanced capacity, and the robustness of the project feasibility study, i.e. whether the cost estimates were adhered to and the revenue projections realistic.

---

7 Cambodia has also launched the third health strategic plan 2016-2020 to provide quality, effective and equitable health services, and piloted the Skill Development Fund to improve the quality of skill training.
8 According to a speech delivered by the Chief Executive of the Intellectual Property Office of Singapore as of March 21, 2016, more than 80 percent of the 108 deliverables (or 28 initiatives) in the ASEAN IPR Action Plan 2011-2015 have been completed. Additional updates from the Seminar on Trademarks and Madrid Protocol held in May 2015 indicated that Cambodia and the Philippines have become members of the Madrid Protocol, following Singapore and Vietnam – the only ASEAN countries which were members of the Protocol before 2011. Accession to the Madrid Protocol is one of the initiatives under the ASEAN IPR Action Plan 2011 – 2015.
Figure 2.27. Gap in Human Capital Development, 2017

Note: Grey bar is the overall score of the human capital index. Red bar represents gap in human capital development, which is the “distance to the ideal state”, or to simply put the difference between the overall score and the ideal score of 100.

Figure 2.28. Availability of Skilled Employees and Know-how Rankings, 2017

Note: No data are available for Myanmar.

Figure 2.29. ASEAN+3: Global Rankings in Health, Education and Training, 2017–2018

Note: No data are available for Myanmar.

Figure 2.30. ASEAN+3: General Government Expenditure on Health

Note: Japan data as of 2014, No data are available for Hong Kong.

Figure 2.31. ASEAN+3 and Comparators: Capacity for Innovation and Intellectual Property Protection, 2017–2018

Note: No data are available for Myanmar.

Figure 2.32. ASEAN+3 and Comparators: Legal Framework, 2017–2018

Note: No data are available for Myanmar.
Infrastructure investments have played a critical role in enabling countries in the region to achieve high levels of growth over the past several decades. Increases in hard infrastructure investments, such as roads, railways and utilities, which entail additional government spending, directly improve GDP growth in the near-term. Over the longer-term, the infrastructure projects would also indirectly boost productivity by reducing commuting and transaction costs while enhancing the growth potential of the overall economy. In ASEAN, large infrastructure investments in the 1970s and 1980s—in tandem with sustained FDI inflows from Japanese firms and multinational corporations from the United States and Europe—helped catalyze their manufacturing-for-exports strategy, which has underpinned growth and development (AMRO 2019). The resulting knowledge spillovers and productivity-enhancing attributes of FDI would have also expanded the capabilities of the workforce and indigenous firms, further increasing the growth potential of these countries.

However, significant gaps in infrastructure spending remain, particularly among the developing economies. As a result of foreign reserves accumulation in the aftermath of the AFC, investment in infrastructure was cut and the resulting underinvestment has likely constrained the region’s growth potential (AMRO 2019). A recent study by Oxford Economics (2017) into 7 sectors spanning 50 countries out to 2040 shows that the infrastructure spending needs in the region are significant but vary across countries. The infrastructure spending gap per year over the next two decades is large for the developing countries such as Cambodia and Vietnam, but is relatively small for high-income countries, such as Korea, Japan and Singapore, which have benefited from sustained and ongoing high-quality spending (Figure 2.2.1). Meanwhile, the infrastructure needs for countries such as China and the ASEAN-4, which average 2 percent of GDP per year, mostly reflect the required spending on new railway and highway networks connecting urban centers both within and across border (AMRO 2019).

Over the longer-term, AMRO staff simulations show that regional countries’ GDP would increase if countries’ infrastructure spending gaps were addressed. Using the Global Trade Analysis Project model, AMRO staff simulations show that the total direct and indirect contributions from additional infrastructure investments to GDP would be significant assuming countries’ infrastructure spending gaps were to be fully met. For example, the boost to GDP for Cambodia and Vietnam would be the largest among countries in the region, increasing by 5.0 and 2.1 above the current GDP baseline, respectively, over the longer-term. Meanwhile, the additional boost to growth for China and the ASEAN-4 would be smaller, ranging from 0.9–1.4 percent. Hence, concerted effort is needed to address these existing infrastructure gaps, including by leveraging on the financing options and expertise available in the region.
3 Bridging the Gaps: ASEAN+3 for ASEAN+3

The G20 EPG Report puts forward two key strategies to address the funding gaps for infrastructure investments in emerging economies. First, domestic savings provide the basis for long-term investments and financial resilience, and countries can improve domestic resource mobilization by strengthening public finance and tax collection. Second, private investment on a much larger scale is needed for infrastructure development. Given concerns about debt sustainability, greater emphasis should be given to risk mitigation and drawing on equity financing.

While there is some room at the margin to improve tax efficiency and increase domestic savings in the ASEAN+3, the greater challenge is how to effectively channel more funding into infrastructure projects. In the CLMV economies, the factors gap puts a constraint on their ability to translate concessional funding—when made available—to viable capacity-enhancing infrastructure projects. The ASEAN-4 economies have no funding gap per se, as they either have surplus savings or are able to borrow the requisite funds. However, they are constrained from directing more savings to long-term investments owing to very real concerns about the financial stability risks posed by potentially flighty capital inflows.

Leveraging on Intra-ASEAN+3 Investment to Meet Funding Gaps

There is scope for more long-term investments from ASEAN+3 economies to enhance capacity and connectivity across the region. While there are pockets of funding gaps in the region, ASEAN+3 economies as a group ran a current account surplus averaging 2.3 percent of GDP over the 2011–2018 period. In the past, the region had been criticized for investing its surplus savings, in the form of reserves, in low-yielding financial assets in the United States and Europe, which are then channeled back to Asia by portfolio managers or investors in search of higher yields. Indeed, the HI-A economies place a substantial portion of their excess savings in portfolio investment in advanced economies, but they have also been investing in the region. China’s BRI (Box 2.3), and Japan’s PQI have helped to mobilize public and private resources for infrastructure projects in the region. Japanese development institutions, in particular, have provided funding for infrastructure investments in the regional countries for years, especially in Vietnam, and Myanmar is a major recipient of Japanese Official Development Assistance (ODA) (Figure 2.33). China has traditionally invested in natural resource and energy industries but more recently, has been investing in manufacturing and infrastructure projects (Figure 2.35).

The ASEAN+3 emerging market economies should continue to embrace the advanced countries which have remained the main drivers of investment in technology transfers and transition to the “new economy” for the region, especially the ASEAN-8 economies. It would be unwise for the ASEAN+3 region to respond to trade and technology protectionism by enacting its own barriers to cross-border flows of economic and financial activity. Over the past five years, during which the 4IR has gathered momentum globally and the ASEAN+3 region had made significant progress in technological advancements, the United States and Europe have accounted for large shares of FDI into “new economy” sectors in the ASEAN-8 economies (Figure 2.36). In fact, the United States has substantially increased its overall FDI in ASEAN over the past decade (Figure 2.37). Within the region, Japan and Korea have been anchoring the bulk of FDI into these sectors, whereas China’s outward direct investment to ASEAN has gone primarily to traditional “old economy” sectors and to infrastructure in CLMV economies (notably Cambodia and Lao PDR) (Figure 2.38). Much of Korea’s substantial greenfield investments in the ASEAN-8 economies (Figure 2.39) have flowed to advanced manufacturing in Vietnam, while the United States accounted for half of all FDI in modern services in ASEAN in 2018 (Figure 2.36), with much of it going to Singapore, whereas its interest in traditional services in ASEAN is much more modest (Figure 2.40).

In addition to welcoming FDI from the United States and Europe and finding ways to keep flows coming from Japan and Korea, ASEAN economies should leverage more on the intermediation role played by regional hubs such as Singapore. On a direct basis, about 20 percent of the FDI to ASEAN economies has been from Singapore. It reflects, to a large extent, the preference of American and European firms to channel their investments via Singapore to ASEAN.
Figure 2.33. Japanese Official Development Assistance
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Sources: National authorities; and AMRO staff calculations.
Note: ODA includes loan aid, grant aid and technical cooperation. Thailand data are as of 2015 and 2016; Lao data are as of 2013 and 2015.

Figure 2.34. China’s Infrastructure Investment by Region
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Sources: American Heritage Foundation; and AMRO staff calculations.
Note: Immediate counterparty. Data for cumulative flows.

Figure 2.35. China’s Infrastructure Investment in ASEAN by Sector
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Sources: American Heritage Foundation; and AMRO staff calculations.
Note: Immediate counterparty. Data for cumulative flows from 2011 to H1 2018.

Figure 2.36. Greenfield FDI into “New Economy” Sectors in ASEAN-8 Economies, by Source Country and Region
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Sources: Orbis Crossborder Investment; and AMRO staff calculations.

ASEAN+3 Regional Economic Outlook 2019
Sources: IMF CDIS, and AMRO staff calculations.

Sources: National authorities, and AMRO staff calculations.
Note: The number in brackets for each sector, as shown on the horizontal axis of the chart, is the average share of that particular sector in China’s total outward direct investment into ASEAN during the period 2014-2016/7.
Strengthening CMIM to Address the Foreign Exchange Gap

The G20 EPG Report highlights the need for an effective global financial safety net (GFSN), if developing countries are to benefit from capital flows while managing risks to financial stability. A standing liquidity facility to strengthen countries’ ability to withstand short-term global liquidity shocks will help address constraints to infrastructure investment in the ASEAN+3 region due to the foreign exchange gap, that is, higher-than-optimal current account balances, and accumulation of reserves, as the price for being open to capital flows.

The CMIM is an RPG to provide a financial safety net for ASEAN+3 economies. Its predecessor, the Chiang Mai initiative (CMI), a loose network of bilateral swaps between central banks in the region, was established in 2000 after the AFC to supplement the facilities of the IMF, but was never called on. During the 2008–2009 GFC, Korea and Singapore entered into bilateral swaps with the U.S. Federal Reserve, while Indonesia secured funding with a consortium led by the World Bank. The CMIM evolved over time to become a regional self-managed reserve pooling arrangement. The bilateral swaps between central banks was multilateralized under a common agreement among all the ASEAN+3 central banks and the size of the facility expanded to USD 120 billion in 2011. A Stability Facility (CMIM-SF) was established in 2011 to provide short-term liquidity support to member economies, which are experiencing a temporary balance of payments difficulty or liquidity shortage. To support the CMIM, AMRO was established to undertake macroeconomic surveillance of regional economies and to provide analytical and policy advice in the event of a drawing on the CMIM facility. The facility has since expanded to USD 240 billion, and a crisis prevention facility (CMIM-PL) was added in 2014 to provide a precautionary line of credit to countries that have relatively strong macroeconomic fundamentals but are at risk of being hit by a liquidity shock.

The CMIM’s liquidity facility and crisis prevention role needs to be strengthened if it is to be a credible regional financial safety net. In particular, the facility must be ready and accessible at any time so that it is perceived by markets to be a credible and viable reserves buffer that can be used by countries to augment their reserves if necessary. Only then will it be effective in addressing the foreign exchange gap constraint faced by ASEAN emerging market economies. The first comprehensive review of the CMIM Agreement has just been completed by its members which will make the CMIM facilities more operationally ready when the revised CMIM Agreement comes into effect.

Strengthening AMRO’s financial and macroeconomic surveillance is also critical in improving the readiness of the CMIM given that AMRO is required to provide an assessment of the macroeconomic performance of the requesting member. The role of AMRO in providing independent, professional and credible macroeconomic assessments of member economies is important in addressing the moral hazard concerns relating to the CMIM. Here, it is useful to remember the observation in the G-20 EPG report that “even well-run economies” are exposed to volatility risks and spillovers in today’s highly interconnected global financial markets.

Developing ASEAN+3 Professional Expertise, Technology and Institutions

The diversity in the levels of development of human capital, expertise and technology in ASEAN+3 economies provides scope for closer cooperation and collaboration to meet the factors gap while optimizing the deployment of and returns to the region’s scarce resources. Increased mobility of professionals and skilled labor in the region will allow say, CLMV economies, to look to other ASEAN+3 economies to meet their skills and managerial gap, while providing fresh employment and career opportunities for professionals in slower-growing more advanced economies. This will require ASEAN to enhance mutual recognition agreements related to the movement of professionals. At the same time, the growth of freelance services in the internet economy gives a new meaning to skills mobility: professionals and technicians within the ASEAN+3 economies may be "matched" with the demand for their services without the need for physical mobility. As with physical cross-border movement of labor, the provision of services through the internet does not negate the need for governments to agree on a legal-regulatory framework to provide clarity on issues such as on minimum standards, licensing requirements, professional liability, and tax obligations.
The ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) Blueprint 2025 was adopted by ASEAN Leaders on 22 November 2015. It aims to promote, among other objectives, good governance, transparency, and responsive regulatory regimes, and wider ASEAN people-to-people, institutional, and infrastructure connectivity through projects that facilitate the movement of capital, skilled labor and talents (ASEAN 2015). The protocol to implement the tenth package of commitments under the ASEAN Framework Agreement on Services (AFAS) was signed on 29 August 2018, after more than two decades of painstaking efforts to deepen the liberalization of existing services and open up new services sectors for market access. The ASEAN Trade in Services Agreement (ATISA) (Figure 2.41) builds upon AFAS to enhance services integration in the region, and when implemented, will make up the third and final part of the “troika” of ASEAN agreements to improve economic and sectoral integration—along with the ASEAN Trade in Goods Agreement (ATIGA) and the ASEAN Comprehensive Investment Agreement (ACIA).

While the United States continues to have a sizable technological leadership in the world, China, Japan, Korea and others in this region have made impressive advances. In a 2018 KPMG survey that saw the United States retain the top spot as the global tech innovation leader, China came in second; India was third, while the United Kingdom and Japan were joint fourth (KPMG 2018). Many ASEAN+3 brands have also become globally renowned (Figure 2.42).

**Figure 2.41. ASEAN Framework Agreement on Services**

**Objectives:**
- To enhance cooperation in services to improve efficiency and competitiveness, diversify production capacity, supply and distribution of services within and outside ASEAN
- To liberalize trade in services by expanding the depth and scope of liberalization beyond those undertaken by member states under the GATS with the aim at realizing a free trade area in services.

**Areas of Cooperation:**
- Member States shall strengthen existing cooperation efforts in service sectors and develop cooperation in sectors through:
  - establishing or improving infrastructure facilities,
  - joint production, marketing and purchasing arrangements,
  - research and development; exchange of information

**Liberalization:**
- To eliminate substantially all existing discriminatory measures and market access limitations among member states
- To prohibit new or more discriminatory measures and market access limitations.

**Figure 2.42. ASEAN+3 Selected Brands**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASEAN+3</th>
<th>Manufacturing</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| ![China flag] | • AAC Technologies  
  • Anta  
  • Dali Foods Group  
  • Haier  
  • Huawei | • Alibaba  
  • Baidu  
  • Tencent |
| ![Japan flag] | • Canon  
  • Honda  
  • Panasonic  
  • Shiseido  
  • Sony | • CyberAgent  
  • Out-Sourcing!  
  • Welcia  
  • SMFG |
| ![Korea flag] | • Hyundai  
  • Kia  
  • LG Electronics  
  • Posco  
  • Samsung | • Amora Pacific Corporation  
  • Lotte Confectionery  
  • Netmarble Games |
| ![ASEAN+3] | • Batu Kawan Berhad  
  • C.P. Group  
  • Indofood  
  • Petronas  
  • San Miguel | • Capitaland  
  • Grab  
  • Singapore Airlines  
  • Thegioididong  
  • Vingroup |

Sources: AT Kearney; Forbes; and AMRO staff.
Box 2.3.

ASEAN Connectivity and the Belt and Road Initiative: May A Hundred Flowers Bloom

The Master Plan for ASEAN Connectivity 2025 (MPAC), adopted by ASEAN heads of states/governments in Vientiane in 2016, seeks to enhance physical linkages, institutional ties, and people-to-people exchanges towards achieving an integrated ASEAN community. Capacity and connectivity in this vision is built on five key elements: sustainable infrastructure, digital innovation, seamless logistics, regulatory excellence, and people mobility (Figure 2.3.1). Progress has been made in key areas, notably:

- The ASEAN Highway Network (AHN), which aims to establish efficient, integrated, safe, and environmentally sustainable regional land transport corridors linking all ASEAN Member States (AMS) and neighboring countries.
- The Singapore-Kunming Rail Link (SKRL), with the on-schedule implementation of the sections from Singapore to Phnom Penh.
- The ASEAN Power Grid (APG), with nine power interconnection projects already completed.
- The Trans-ASEAN Gas Pipeline (TAGP), with 13 bilateral gas pipelines.
- The ASEAN Single Aviation Market (ASAM).
- The ASEAN Single Shipping Market.

However, the financial resources and technical knowhow to meet ASEAN’s infrastructure development needs over the next two decades remain daunting, and will exceed the capacity of individual countries.

The Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) represents an audacious attempt by China to build infrastructure and connectivity with ASEAN and other developing economies. The geographic reach of BRI projects, according to World Bank estimates, covers about one-third of global GDP, two-thirds of world population, and three-quarters of energy reserves (Figure 2.3.2). BRI projects plug the savings-investment gap by bringing together or partnering regional financing hubs and IFIs, to create new opportunities for affordable financing. Additionally, there is evidence that BRI projects crowd-in private investments. Simulations for ASEAN-4 economies by AMRO staff suggest that BRI investments that close just 20 percent of a country’s infrastructure gap could crowd in private investment by as much as 0.3 percent of its GDP within the next two years. The crowding-in would be most pronounced in the Philippines and in Indonesia, where the investment gaps are also the largest (Figure 2.3.3).
More importantly, improved infrastructure and connectivity generate positive network effects on employment and economic activities. New roads, for example, result in significant movement of rural labor from agriculture into higher-wage jobs, with the effects most pronounced for villages sufficiently close to industrializing cities. The creation of cross-border transport infrastructure generates similar effects by facilitating labor mobility on a regional scale (Agenor, Canuto and Jelenic 2012).

The BRI, an ambitious attempt to enhance capacity and connectivity in EMEs by overcoming the financing and factors constraints, is not without its challenges. Host countries are understandably concerned with the implications for debt sustainability, and potential social disruptions associated with foreign-funded and foreign-managed projects, while China too has to justify the projects in the context of its foreign policy and outward investment strategy. However, China and its many BRI partners are learning quickly. In its review of the BRI in 2018, the Chinese government has emphasized the importance of governance and sound execution, over expanding the scale and scope of BRI projects. The China Development Bank and the China Export-Import Bank have exercised prudence in their lending activities, and the Asia Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) has demonstrated a high level of corporate governance and adherence to best practices.

Looking ahead, a possible approach for developing and sustaining infrastructure development initiatives in the region comprises three key limbs: identifying challenges, shaping sound governance, and using the experiences of successful projects to spur further development.
4 Summary and Policy Recommendations

Following on from the thematic chapters in AMRO (2017) and AMRO (2018a), this chapter focuses on within- and cross-country infrastructure needs for capacity and connectivity. It contemplates the priorities for regional integration and the need for a region-wide support mechanism that is conducive for financial stability and growth.

Three key drivers underscore this urgency. First, the technological revolution and concomitant deindustrialization and disintermediation provide the impetus for countries, including those that are currently on the manufacturing-for-exports growth strategy, to restructure and equip themselves for new services-driven value chains, or risk being left behind. Second, the region’s own demographics—a maturing population, and rising middle class and affluence—necessitate a shift to more labor-saving, skills- and knowledge-based productive capacity, and will spur intraregional demand for consumer goods and services, enhanced living spaces, and better connectivity. Third, this growing final demand from within the ASEAN+3, coupled with rising protectionist sentiment in the United States and Europe, suggest that globalization will increasingly revolve around the ASEAN+3 economies, and a strategy to prioritize regional capacity and connectivity is both prudent and pragmatic.

Services will feature prominently in the new economy as they become sophisticated and tradable, and the lines between goods and services blur. Traditional services such as tourism will grow exponentially driven by the rising middle class. However, they will be transformed by the new technology and become more diverse and customized. New services such as BPO, e-Commerce, Uber, and Online gaming will emerge and develop into major industries. These old and new services will require both hard and soft infrastructure and higher order connectivity.

This chapter identifies three “gaps”—the funding gap, foreign exchange gap, and factors gap—that pose a challenge to countries committed to improving their infrastructure capacity:

- The “funding gap” arises from low saving rates of developing countries relative to their investment needs:
  - For developing countries, the “funding gap” for infrastructure projects is particularly daunting owing to the long gestation period, the highly technical aspects of the undertaking, and uncertainty over future cash flows. The hurdle rates for private equity participation are in the double-digits, and banks typically require government guarantees for the large quantum of syndicated loans involved—even for World Bank or ADB-led projects.
  - The funding gap is most acute among the CLMV economies, where domestic savings are insufficient for the necessary catch-up in infrastructure investment. They are understandably circumspect about taking on too much debt, as even long-term financing at concessional rates can be a problem if the gestation period of the projects is too long and the revenue flows uncertain. The ADB has estimated the infrastructure financing need in ASEAN economies at USD 139 billion annually, up to 2030.

- The ASEAN-4 economies have surplus savings or are able to secure financing. However, their vulnerability to the risk of sudden capital outflows has posed a foreign exchange constraint that leads them to accumulate reserves and underinvest in infrastructure critical for long-term growth, otherwise known as the “foreign exchange gap.”

- The “factors gap” captures the non-financial challenges that the ASEAN+3 economies confront when undertaking infrastructure projects that promise capacity enhancements, and the legal-regulatory framework—or lack thereof—that mire efforts to plug into new economy services and value chains. Weak governance and the shortage of labor with the right skills and expertise are but some of the difficulties.
ASEAN+3 economies can leverage more on their own resources to bridge the three gaps underlying under-investment in capacity and connectivity in the region. The region should remain open, and not respond to protectionism elsewhere by enacting its own barriers to cross-border economic flows and financial activity.

ASEAN+3 economies as a group run a current account surplus that is more than enough to close the pockets of funding gaps in the region. Japan and China have provided project financing at concessional rates through the ODA and BRI respectively, but there is scope to mobilize more private resources—especially equity financing—for infrastructure projects. Specifically, more surplus savings from the region could be channeled as direct investment to meet development needs within the region. This strategy would have the added benefit of mitigating the financial stability risks that portfolio investment would pose to regional economies if the surplus savings of the region are instead invested in low-yielding assets in the United States and Europe and then reallocated back to the region by portfolio managers.

The ASEAN+3 economies need to identify and address shortages in other critical factors that would set back capacity building efforts even if financing is forthcoming. The level of human capital, preconditions in soft infrastructure—a facilitative legal-regulatory framework, ease of payments and IT connectivity—and requirements of good governance, are even higher when globalization, and gains from globalization, are increasingly dominated by services. There is room to tap into professional and managerial expertise from within the ASEAN+3 economies to meet the skills gap in some parts of the region, and to enable or broaden the scope for technology sharing or transfer within the region. The AEC Blueprint provides a framework for inter-government collaboration to facilitate the seamless movement of goods, services, investment, capital and skilled labor within ASEAN.

The ASEAN+3 economies need to continue strengthening CMIM and bolster AMRO's surveillance capacity, to provide an effective and credible regional financial safety net and address the foreign exchange gap issue. Both AMRO and the CMIM, alongside the AEC and other institutions or frameworks to promote regional cooperation and collaboration are part of the “soft infrastructure” and regional public goods needed to catalyze economic transformation and growth in ASEAN+3 economies.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Project Description</th>
<th>Project Cost</th>
<th>Collaboration Mode</th>
<th>Status/Assessment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>Expressway from Phnom Penh to Sihanoukville: • Length: 190 km. • Purpose: to improve both goods transportation and traffic along National Road 4, which has been frequently affected by floods leading to road closures.</td>
<td>USD 2 billion: • BOT Investment Scheme by Cambodia PPSHV Expressway Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>Concession period of 54 years.</td>
<td>The project is officially inaugurated on 22 March 2019 and it is expected to be completed in 2023.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower Sesan II Dam: • Capacity: 400 mw. • Purpose: to reduce power shortage, lower electricity costs, and promote social development.</td>
<td>USD 800 million: • 51 percent: China’s Hydro Lancang International Energy. • 39 percent: Cambodian firm Royal Group. • 10 percent: Vietnam’s EVNI.</td>
<td>Joint venture</td>
<td>Officially inaugurated on 18 December 2018. The dam is expected to share around 20 percent of the country’s total electricity output, which is expected to help reduce power shortage, lower electricity cost, and promote Cambodia’s social development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>Jakarta-Bandung Rail Line: • Length: 140 km. • Purpose: to connect Jakarta with Bandung in West Java, which could later be extended to Surabaya in East Java.</td>
<td>USD 5.3–6 billion: • 60 percent: a consortium of Indonesian SOEs. • 40 percent: China Railway International.</td>
<td>Loan by China Development Bank (CDB): • Maturity: 40 years. • Fixed interest rates: 75 percent of the project cost. • Grace period: 10 years. • No government debt guarantees.</td>
<td>Construction started in 2016, expected to be operational in 2019. Work progress: delayed because of issues with land acquisition and the need to compensate the landowners. Authorities are working through these issues systematically but in order for these issues to be addressed, the operational start date of the project might be adjusted from 2019 to 2021.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kayan hydropower project (Kalimantan): • Purpose: to increase Indonesia’s electricity generation capacity.</td>
<td>USD 17.8 billion.</td>
<td>Collaboration between: • PT Indonesia Kayan Hydropower Energy. • Power Construction Corporation of China (PowerChina).</td>
<td>According to North Kalimantan provincial government, the construction of the first phase of the project might start soon, following the signing of a contract between PT Indonesia Kayan Hydropower Energy and a Chinese partner, Power Construction Corporation of China (PowerChina) in April 2018.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 2.3.1. Selected ASEAN Economies: Belt and Road Initiative Case Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Project Description</th>
<th>Project Cost</th>
<th>Collaboration Mode</th>
<th>Status/Assessment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Lao PDR   | Laos-China Railway:                                                                    | USD 6 billion, of which:                                                    | A joint venture company established by China and Laos governments (with no guarantee of the debt by the Lao government).                           | • Construction: 20 percent complete, scheduled launch in December 2021.  
• The project is expected to break even only after about 20 years, thus, the direct fiscal impact and contingent liabilities need to be carefully managed with a long-term view. |
|           | • Length: 414 km.                                                                      | • 60 percent (USD 3.6 billion): debt via loans from Chinese banks to the joint venture company established by the Chinese and Lao governments. |                                                                                                                                                    |                                                                                                                                                  |
|           | • Purpose: to connect China with ASEAN, with the Lao section of the railway commencing in Kunming and going through major cities in Lao PDR with a total of 32 stations. | • 40 percent (USD 2.4 billion): equity, of which:                           |                                                                                                                                                     |                                                                                                                                                  |
|           |                                                                                       | • 70 percent (USD 1.68 billion) contributed by equity from Chinese shareholders. |                                                                                                                                                     |                                                                                                                                                  |
|           |                                                                                       | • 30 percent (USD 0.72 billion) by Lao government, of which:                  |                                                                                                                                                     |                                                                                                                                                  |
|           |                                                                                       | • 65 percent (USD 0.47 billion) loan from China EXIM Bank                     |                                                                                                                                                     |                                                                                                                                                  |
|           |                                                                                       | • 35 percent (USD 0.25 billion) by the government budget (USD 0.05 billion per year during 2017–2021). |                                                                                                                                                     |                                                                                                                                                  |
|           | • Length: 113.5 km.                                                                    | • 95 percent: China.                                                        |                                                                                                                                                    |                                                                                                                                                  |
|           | • Purpose: to significantly cut down the travel time from the capital Vientiane to major tourist destinations in Van Vieng, and so ties in well with Lao PDR’s push to develop the country further as a key tourist destination in the ASEAN region. | • 5 percent: Lao government.                                                |                                                                                                                                                    |                                                                                                                                                  |
| Malaysia  | Second Penang Bridge:                                                                  | USD 1.37 billion:                                                           | Handled by China Highway Planning and Design Institute (HPDI), AECOM (consultant of China Harbour Engineering Company (CHEC).) |                                                                                                                                                  |
|           | • Length: 24 km (one of the longest bridges in Malaysia and Southeast Asia).         | • 60 percent: loans from China EXIM Bank:                                   |                                                                                                                                                    |                                                                                                                                                  |
|           |                                                                                       | - Interest rate: 3% per annum.                                              | Economic benefits: areas, which were primarily plantations, became more developed and diversified townships and more connected to other parts of the country. The upfront and long-term costs were well within Malaysia’s fiscal capacity. |                                                                                                                                                  |
|           |                                                                                       | • 40 percent: Malaysian government.                                         |                                                                                                                                                     |                                                                                                                                                  |
| Malaysia  | ECRL:                                                                                 | USD 13.1–20 billion (re-estimated).                                         | Owned and operated by Malaysia Rail Link Sdn Bhd (MRL), a special purpose vehicle (SPV) wholly owned by MMOF.                                      | Construction started in August 2017, but suspended in 2018 when a new government came into power and did a critical reassessment of the likely cost of the project – as part of a comprehensive national fiscal analysis.  
Project currently under review by the two governments.                                                                                                                                                  |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Project Description</th>
<th>Collaboration Mode</th>
<th>Status/Assessment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Myanmar | Gong Hai hydropower station (located on the Pang River):  
- Capacity: 25 MW.  
- Purpose: to increase hydroelectric power generation to meet the much-needed power demand (the government aims to provide electricity to the whole country by 2030).  
- Construction date: not yet known.  
- In July 2018, Shandong Water Conservancy Construction Group Co., Ltd. was notified of winning the bid for the EPC project of Gong Hai hydropower station in Myanmar.  
- The economic and social benefits for Myanmar could be very large, as the country has an electrification rate of only 31 percent and an annual demand growth of 15 percent. | To be handled by Shandong Water Conservancy Construction Group. |  |
| Myanmar | Kyaukpyu Port:  
- Purpose: Connecting countries along the sea route, including China and Indian ocean.  
- Construction date: not yet known.  
- CITIC and SEZ signed an agreement on 18 November 2018.  
- The project is expected to bring 100,000 jobs to the local community and generate substantial revenue. | Collaboration between China International Trust and Investment Corporation (CITIC) and Myanmar’s Kyaukpyu Special Economic Zone management committee (SEZ). |  |
| Thailand | China-Thailand Railway:  
- Length: 873 km.  
- Purpose: to connect Thailand, Lao PDR and the Chinese province of Yunnan, to provide the missing link in the railway connectivity from Singapore to China, and to shorten the travel time between Bangkok and Nong Khai on the Thai-Lao border from 14 hours to just four hours, and further, to connect to Kunming in Yunnan.  
- Construction: after some delays, started in December 2017, with the first phase of the project expected to be operational in 2021.  
- This project fits well with Thailand’s overall economic development, a significant part of which involves deepening sub-regional integration within the Lancang-Mekong area. In addition, Thailand’s domestic stakeholders benefit substantially. | Chinese state enterprises responsible for the engineering design of the project and the hiring of Chinese technical advisers. |  |